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Abstract
A locally correctable code (LCC) is an error correcting code that allows correction of any arbitrary
coordinate of a corrupted codeword by querying only a few coordinates. We show that any 2-
query locally correctable code C : {0, 1}k → Σn that can correct a constant fraction of corrupted
symbols must have n > exp(k/ log |Σ|) under the assumption that the LCC is zero-error. We say
that an LCC is zero-error if there exists a non-adaptive corrector algorithm that succeeds with
probability 1 when the input is an uncorrupted codeword. All known constructions of LCCs are
zero-error.

Our result is tight upto constant factors in the exponent. The only previous lower bound on
the length of 2-query LCCs over large alphabet was Ω((k/ log |Σ|)2) due to Katz and Trevisan
(STOC 2000). Our bound implies that zero-error LCCs cannot yield 2-server private information
retrieval (PIR) schemes with sub-polynomial communication. Since there exists a 2-server PIR
scheme with sub-polynomial communication (STOC 2015) based on a zero-error 2-query locally
decodable code (LDC), we also obtain a separation between LDCs and LCCs over large alphabet.
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1 Introduction

In this work, we study error-correcting codes that are equipped with local algorithms. A
code is called a locally correctable code (LCC) if there is a randomized algorithm which, given
an index i and a received word w close to a codeword c in Hamming distance, outputs ci by
querying only a few positions of w. The maximum number of positions of w queried by the
local correction algorithm is called the query complexity of the LCC.

The main problem studied regarding LCCs is the tradeoff between their query complexity
and length. Intuitively, these two parameters enforce contrasting properties. Small query
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complexity means that individual codeword symbols carry substantial information, while
short length along with resilience to corruption means that information is spread out among
the codeword symbols. In this paper, we explore one end of the spectrum of tradeoffs by
studying 2-query locally correctable codes.

Also called “self-correction”, the idea of local correction originated in works by Lipton [22]
and by Blum and Kannan [7] on program checkers. In particular, [22, 3] used the fact that
the Reed-Muller code is locally correctable to show average-case hardness of the Permanent
problem. LCCs are closely related to locally decodable codes (LDCs), where the goal is to
recover a symbol of the underlying message when given a corrupted codeword using a small
number of queries [18]. LDCs are weaker than LCCs, in the sense that any LCC can be
converted into an LDC while preserving relevant parameters (see Appendix A for a formal
statement and proof). LDCs and LCCs have found applications in derandomization and
hardness results [25, 15, 19]. See [29] for a detailed survey on LDCs and LCCs, as of 2010.
In more recent years, the analysis of LDCs and LCCs has led to a greater understanding of
basic problems in incidence geometry, the construction of design matrices and the theory of
matrix scaling, e.g. [2, 14, 13].

One particularly important feature of LDCs is their tight connection to information-
theoretic private information retrieval (PIR) schemes. PIR is motivated by the scenario
where a user wants to retrieve an item from a database without revealing to the database
owner what item he is asking for. Formally, the user wants to retrieve xi from a k-bit
database x = (x1, . . . , xk). A trivial solution is for the database owner to transmit the entire
database no matter what query the user has in mind, but this has a huge communication
overhead. Chor et al. [8] observed that while with one database, nothing better than the
trivial solution is possible, there are non-trivial PIR schemes if multiple servers can hold
replicas of the database. It turns out that t-server PIR schemes with low communication are
roughly equivalent to short t-query LDCs. More precisely, a 2-server PIR scheme for k bits
of data with s bits of communication translates to a 2-query LDC C : {0, 1}k → Σ2s where
Σ = {0, 1}s. Note that in this translation, |Σ| equals the length of the code.

Let C : {0, 1}k → Σn be a 2-query LDC/LCC such that the corrector algorithm can
tolerate corruptions at δn positions. Katz and Trevisan in their seminal work [18] showed
that for 2-query LDCs, n > Ω(δ(k/ log |Σ|)2). (Since LDCs are weaker than LCCs, a lower
bound on the length of LDCs also implies a lower bound on the length of LCCs). More than
15 years later, the Katz-Trevisan bound is still the best known for large alphabet Σ. However
for small alphabet size, the dependence on k is shown to be exponential. Goldreich et al. [16]
showed that n > exp(δk/|Σ|) for linear 2-query LDCs, while Kerenedis and de Wolf [20] (with
further improvements in [28]) showed using quantum techniques that n > exp(δk/|Σ|2) for
arbitrary 2-query LDCs. But these lower bounds become trivial when |Σ| = Ω(n). However,
the case of large alphabet |Σ| ≈ n is quite important to understand as this is the regime
through which we would be able to prove lower bounds on the communication complexity of
PIR schemes.

Given the lack of progress on LDC and PIR lower bounds, it is a natural question to
ask whether strong lower bounds are possible for LCCs. In this work, we demonstrate an
exponential improvement on the Katz-Trevisan bound for zero-error LCCs. We define a
zero-error LCC to be an LCC for which the corrector algorithm is non-adaptive and succeeds
with probability 1 when the input is an uncorrupted codeword. All current LCC constructions
are zero-error, and in fact, any linear LCC can be made zero-error. We state our main
theorem below informally, see Theorem 5 for a formal statement.
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I Theorem 1 (Informal). If C : {0, 1}k → Σn is a zero-error 2-query LCC that can correct
δn corruptions, then n > exp(poly(δ) · k/ log |Σ|).1

1.1 Discussion of Main Result
The lower bound in Theorem 1 is tight in its dependence on k and Σ. Specifically, Yekhanin in
the appendix of [4] gives the following elegant construction of a 2-query LCC C : {0, 1}k → Σn
with n = 2O(k/ log |Σ|) for any δ 6 1/6,Σ and k. Assume |Σ| = 2b and b | k for simplicity. Write
x ∈ {0, 1}k as (xi,j)i∈[b],j∈[k/b]. Then, for any a ∈ [2k/b], let (C(x))a = (H(xi,1, . . . , xi,k/b)a :
i ∈ [b]) ∈ {0, 1}b where H is the classical Hadamard encoding H : {0, 1}r → {0, 1}2r defined
as H(y) = (

∑r
i=1 yiξi (mod 2) : ξ1, . . . , ξr ∈ {0, 1}). It is well-known that H is a 2-query

LCC, and from this, it is easy to check that C is also. The parameters follow directly from the
construction. A simple modification of this construction gives (2O(δk/ log |Σ|)/δ)-length 2-query
LCCs that tolerate δn corruptions. The proof of Theorem 1 shows n > exp(δ4k/ log |Σ|)
which is therefore tight upto poly(δ) factors in the exponent.

The 2-query LCC described above is a linear code over F2b . For linear codes C ⊆ Fnq (i.e.,
C is a linear subspace of Fnq ), where q = pr for a prime p, [4] showed that n > exp(δk/r) =
exp(δk/ logp |Σ|) where k = log |C| is the message length and |Σ| = pr. Thus, in terms of
dependence on k and |Σ|, we extend the result of [4] from linear codes to all zero-error LCCs.
Moreover, this work is much more elementary and simple than [4] which uses non-trivial
results from additive combinatorics.

It is important to note that Theorem 1 cannot be true for 2-query LDCs. Such a result
would contradict the construction in [12] of a zero-error 2-query LDC with logn = log |Σ| =
exp(
√

log k) = ko(1) and δ = Ω(1). So, our result can be interpreted as giving a separation
between zero-error LCCs and LDCs over large alphabet. We conjecture that the zero-error
restriction in the theorem can be removed, which if true, would yield the first separation
between general LCCs and LDCs. It is still quite unclear what the correct lower bound
for 2-query LDCs should look like. As mentioned above, Katz and Trevisan [18] show
that n > Ω(δk2/ log2 |Σ|). And the quantum arguments of [20, 28] give the lower bound
n > exp(δk/|Σ|2) which becomes trivial when |Σ| = Ω(n).

1.2 Proof Overview
Like most prior work on 2-query LDCs and LCCs, we view the query distribution of the local
correcting algorithm as a graph. However, these previous works did not exploit the structure
of the graph much beyond its size and degree, whereas our bound is due to a detailed use of
the graph structure.

Let C : {0, 1}k → Σn be a 2-query LCC. So, for every i ∈ [n], there is a corrector
algorithm Ai that when given access to z ∈ Σn with Hamming distance at most δn from
some codeword y, returns yi with probability at least 2/3. Assuming non-adaptivity, the
algorithm Ai chooses its queries from a distribution on [n]2. Katz and Trevisan [18] show
how to extract a matching Mi of Ω(δn) disjoint edges on n vertices such that for any edge
e = (j, k) in Mi,

Pr
y

[Ai(y) = yi | A queries y at positions j and k] > 1
2 + ε

1 An earlier version [5] of this paper showed that n > exp(cδ · k/ log |Σ|) where cδ has tower type
dependence on δ due to the use of the Szemerédi regularity lemma.

APPROX/RANDOM’17
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for some constant ε > 0, where the probability is over a uniformly random codeword y ∈ C.
For zero-error LCCs, the situation is simpler in that essentially, for every codeword y and
edge e ∈Mi, Ai(y) returns yi when it queries the elements of e. This is not exactly correct
but let us suppose it’s true for the rest of this section.

Let G be the union of M1, . . . ,Mn. So, for every edge (j, k) in G, there is an i such that
(j, k) ∈Mi. Suppose our goal is to guess an unknown codeword c given the values of a small
subset of coordinates of c. We assign labels in Σ to vertices of G corresponding to the subset
of coordinates of c that we know already. Now, imagine a propagation process where we
deduce the labels of unlabeled vertices by using the corrector algorithms. For example, if
(j, k) ∈Mi, j and k are labeled but i is not, we can use Ai to deduce the label at vertex i.
Similarly, if (x, y) ∈Mu and (u, v) ∈Mw, and x, y, v are labeled but u and w are not, we can
run Au to deduce the label of u and then Aw to deduce the label of w. The set of labels we
infer will be the values of c at the corresponding coordinates. The goal of our analysis is to
show that there is a set S of Oδ(logn)2 vertices such that if the labels of S are known, then
the propagation process can determine the labels of all n vertices. This immediately implies
that the total number of codewords, 2k, is at most |Σ||S| and therefore, k = Oδ(logn · log |Σ|).
Instead, Katz and Trevisan [18] show that if you know the labels of

√
n uniformly random

coordinates, then you can recover the labels of most of the coordinates which leads to the
bound k = Oδ(

√
n · log |Σ|). Intuitively, their lower bound is just one step of the propagation

process.
The propagation process is perhaps more naturally described on a (directed) 3-uniform

hypergraph where there is an edge (i, j, k) if (j, k) ∈Mi. It “captures” i if (i, j, k) is an edge
and j, k are already captured. Coja-Oghlan et al. [9] study exactly this process on random
undirected 3-uniform hypergraphs in the context of constraint satisfaction problem solvers.
Unfortunately, their techniques are specialized to random hypergraphs. The propagation
process is also related to hypergraph peeling [23, 24], but again, most theoretical work is
limited to random hypergraphs.

To motivate our approach, suppose M1, . . . ,Mn are each a perfect matching. For a set
S ⊆ [n], let R(S) denote the set of vertices to which we can propagate starting from S. If
R(S) = [n], we are done. Otherwise, we show that we can double |R(S)| by adding one
more vertex to S. Note that for any i /∈ R(S), no edge in Mi can lie entirely inside R(S),
for then, i would also have been reached. So, each vertex in R(S) must be incident to one
edge in Mi for every i /∈ R(S). This makes the total number of edges between R(S) and
[n] \R(S) belonging to Mi for some i 6∈ R(S) equal to |R(S)| · (n− |R(S)|). By averaging,
there must be j /∈ R(S) that is incident to at least |R(S)| edges, each belonging to some
Mi for i /∈ R(S). Moreover, all these |R(S)| edges must belong to matchings of different
vertices. Hence, adding j to S doubles the size of R(S). Hence, for some S of size O(logn),
R(S) = [n].

In the above special case (where all the matchings were perfect), we used the fact that
the size of the cut between R(S) and the rest of the graph is large and that many of these
edges belong to Mi for i 6∈ R(S). We observe that for any graph obtained from an LCC
as above, this situation exists whenever R(S) is not too large already and the minimum
degree of every vertex in the graph is large (say, poly(δ) · n). This is because each vertex
in R(S) will be incident to many edges in matchings Mi for i /∈ R(S) (using the minimum
degree requirement and that |R(S)| is small) and such edges cannot have both endpoints
inside R(S) (as then i ∈ R(S)). So, indeed, there will be many edges with labels not in R(S)

2 Oδ(·) means that the involved constant can depend on δ.
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crossing the cut, and averaging will yield a vertex whose addition to S will make R(S) grow
by a multiplicative factor. Therefore, if the minimum degree requirement is met, we can keep
repeating this process until R(S) becomes large, of size poly(δ) · n. Now, in a key lemma
of our proof, we show that for any graph obtained from an LCC as above, we can greedily
find a subset of the vertices V ′ such that the the subgraph induced by the vertices of V ′
and the edges labeled by V ′ has large minimum degree. So, we can repeatedly apply the
above argument to V ′ to find a subset S of size Oδ(logn) such that R(S) contains poly(δ) ·n
vertices.

Recall that our goal is to find a small set S such that R(S) = [n]. So, at this stage,
we would ideally like to continue the argument on V ′′ = [n] \ R(S). The only issue we
can face is that the graph on V ′′ restricted to edges labeled by V ′′ may not have the LCC
structure. Indeed, it could be that most edges labeled by V ′′ are not spanned by vertices in
V ′′. However in this case, there will be a vertex u in V ′′ incident to many V ′′-labeled edges
that have their other endpoints in R(S), so that we can increase R(S) by adding u to S.
Thus, either R(S) may be grown directly or else the rest of the vertices looks approximately
like an LCC, so that we can recurse. Modulo some important technical details, our proof is
now complete3.

The zero-error assumption seems necessary to make the propagation process well-defined.
Otherwise, for each labeled vertex, there is some probability that the label is incorrect for
the codeword in question. But since there may be Ω(logn) = ω(1) steps of propagation, the
error probability may blow up by this factor. So, it seems we need different techniques to
handle correctors that have constant probability of error when the input is a codeword. One
possibility is using information theory to better handle the spread of error4.

2 Zero-error 2-query LCCs

We begin by formally defining zero-error 2-query LCCs.

I Definition 2. Let Σ be some finite alphabet and let C ⊂ Σn be a set of codewords. C
is called a (2, τ)-LCC with zero-error if there exists a randomized algorithm A such that
following is true:
1. A is given oracle access to some z ∈ Σn and an input i ∈ [n]. It outputs a symbol in Σ

after making at most 2 non-adaptive queries to z.
2. If z ∈ Σn is τ -close to some codeword c ∈ C in Hamming distance, then for every i ∈ [n],

Pr[Az(i) = ci] > 2/3.
3. If c ∈ C, then for every i ∈ [n], Pr[Ac(i) = ci] = 1 i.e. if the received word has no errors,

then the local correction algorithm will not make any error.
Note that the above definition differs from the standard notion of non-adaptive 2-query LCCs
only in part (3) above. The choice of 2/3 in part (2) of the definition above is somewhat
arbitrary. We can make it any constant greater than 1/2. More generally, it is only required

3 An earlier version [5] of this paper had a different argument for the main theorem, based on a
“decomposition theorem” proved using the Szeméredi regularity lemma for directed graphs [26, 1]. The
idea was to partition the graph into a constant number of edge expanders. In each such part, the sizes
of cuts are large and so the propagation process can be easily analyzed. The proof given here is simpler
and yields much better dependence on δ. However, because the decomposition theorem for directed
graphs may be of general interest, we have included it in Appendix B of this paper.

4 This approach is taken in [17] to prove an exponential lower bound for smooth 2-query LDCs over
binary alphabet when the decoder has subconstant error probability. Jain’s analysis seems to work only
for binary codes but is similar in spirit to ours.

APPROX/RANDOM’17
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that for every σ 6= ci,Pr[Az(i) = ci] > Pr[Az(i) = σ] + ε for some ε > 0, i.e., ci should win
the plurality vote among all symbols by a constant margin.

We next show that the corrector for any zero-error LCC can be brought into a “normal"
form. A similar statement is known for general LDCs and LCCs [18, 29] but we need to be a
bit more careful because we want to preserve the zero-error property. Note that the proof
overview in Section 1.2 assumed that the set T1 below is empty.

I Lemma 3. Let C ⊂ Σn be a (2, τ)-LCC with zero error. Then, there exists a partition of
[n] = T1 ∪ T2 such that:
1. For every i ∈ T1, there exists a distribution Di over [n]∪{φ} and algorithms Rij for every

j ∈ [n] ∪ {φ} such that for every codeword c ∈ C,

Pr
j∼Di

[
Rij(cj) = ci

]
>

2
3 .

5

Moreover the distribution Di is smooth over [n] i.e. for every j ∈ [n], PrDi
[j] 6 4

τn .
2. For every i ∈ T2, there exists a matchingMi of edges in [n] \ {i} of size |Mi| > τ

4n such
that: For every c ∈ C, ci can be recovered from (cj , ck) for any (j, k) ∈Mi i.e. there exists
algorithms Rij,k for every edge (j, k) ∈Mi such that for every c ∈ C,

Rij,k(cj , ck) = ci.

Proof. Fix ε = τ/4. Let A be the local corrector algorithm for C and let Qi be the
distribution over 2-tuples of [n] corresponding to the queries A(i) makes to correct coordinate
i.6 Let supp(Qi) be the set of edges in the support of Qi. We have two cases:
Case 1: supp(Qi) contains a matching of size εn.

In this case, we include i ∈ T2 and defineMi to be a matching of size εn in supp(Qi).
Let Rij,k(zj , zk) be the output7 of Az(i) when it samples (j, k) from the distribution Qi.
So we have for every σ ∈ Σ,

Pr
(j,k)∼Qi

[Rij,k(zj , zk) = σ] = Pr[Az(i) = σ].

Now since our LCC is zero-error, for every (j, k) ∈ supp(Qi), we have Rij,k(cj , ck) = ci.
This takes care of part (2).

Case 2: supp(Qi) doesn’t contain a matching of size εn.
In this case we include i ∈ T1. Since supp(Qi) doesn’t contain a matching of size εn,
there exists a vertex cover of size at most 2εn, say Vi. Also define Bi ⊂ [n] to be the set
of vertices which are queried with high probability by Az(i) i.e.

Bi =
{
j : Pr[Az(i) queries j] > 1

εn

}
.

Clearly |Bi| 6 2εn because Az(i) makes at most two queries. We now define a new
one-query corrector for i, Ãz(i) as follows: simulate Az(i), but whenever Az(i) queries
z at a coordinate in Vi ∪Bi, Ãz(i) doesn’t query that coordinate and assumes that the
queried coordinate is 0 (or some fixed symbol in Σ). Note that Ãz(i) makes at most one
query to z since Vi is a vertex cover for the support of Qi. Also Ãc(i) behaves exactly

6 Wlog, we can assume A(i) always queries two coordinates.
7 Note that Rij,k might use additional randomness.
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like Ac′(i) where c′ is the word formed by zeroing out the Vi ∪Bi coordinates of c. Since
|Vi ∪Bi| 6 4εn 6 τn, we have

Pr[Ãc(i) = ci] = Pr[Ac
′
(i) = ci] >

2
3 .

Now define the distribution Di over [n] ∪ {φ} as:

Pr
Di

[j] = Pr[Ãz(i) queries j]

for j ∈ [n] and

Pr
Di

[φ] = Pr[Ãz(i) doesn’t make any query].

Since we never query elements of Bi, we have the required smoothness i.e. PrDi [j] 6 1/(εn)
for all j ∈ [n]. Also define Rij(zj) to be the output (can be randomized) of Ãz(i) when it
queries j ∈ [n] and Riφ(cφ) to be the output (can be randomized) of Ãz(i) when it doesn’t
make any query where cφ is an empty input defined for ease of notation. By definition,
we have

Pr
j∼Di

[Rij(cj) = ci] = Pr[Ãc(i) = ci] >
2
3 .

This proves part (1). J

3 Proof of lower bound

3.1 An information theoretic lemma
The proof of Theorem 1 works by showing that there is randomized algorithm which can
guess an unknown codeword c ∈ C ⊂ Σn with high probability by making a small number
of queries. From this we would like to show that |C| cannot be large. We will apply Fano’s
inequality which is a basic information theoretic inequality to achieve this. We will assume
familiarity with basic notions in information theory; we refer the reader to [10] for precise
definitions and the proofs of the facts we use. Given random variables X,Y, Z, let H(X)
be the entropy of X which is the amount of information contained in X. H(X|Y ) is the
conditional entropy of X given Y which is the amount of information left in X if we know
Y . The mutual information I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) is the amount
of common information between X,Y . If X,Y are independent, then I(X;Y ) = 0. The
conditional mutual information I(X;Y |Z) is the mutual information between X,Y given Z.
We have the following chain rule for mutual information:

I(X;Y Z) = I(X;Z) + I(X;Y |Z).

We also need the following basic inequality:

I(X;Y |Z) 6 H(X|Z) 6 log |X |

where X is the support of the random variable X. We will now state Fano’s inequality which
says that if we can predict X very well from Y i.e. there is a predictor X̂(Y ) such that
Pr[X̂(Y ) 6= X] 6 pe where pe is small, then H(X|Y ) should be small as well (see [10] for a
proof). More precisely,

H(X|Y ) 6 h(pe) + pe log(|X | − 1) (Fano’s inequality)

where h(x) = −x log x− (1−x) log(1−x) is the binary entropy function and X is the support
of random variable X.

APPROX/RANDOM’17
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I Lemma 4. Suppose there exists a randomized algorithm P such that for every c ∈ C ⊂ Σn,
given oracle access to c, P makes at most t queries to c and outputs c with probability > 1/2,
then log |C| 6 O(t log |Σ|).

Proof. Let X be a random variable which is uniformly distributed over C. Let R be the
random variable corresponding to the random string of the algorithm P and let S(R) be the
set of coordinates queried by P when the random string is R. We can guess the value of
X with probability > 1/2 given XS(R), R where XS(R) is the restriction of X to S(R). By
Fano’s inequality,

H(X | XS(R), R) 6 h(1/2) + 1
2 · log(|C| − 1) 6 1 + 1

2 log |C|.

We can bound the mutual information between X and XS(R),R as follows:

I(X;XS(R), R) = I(X;R) + I(X;XS(R)|R) (Chain rule for mutual information.)
6 0 +H(XS(R)|R) (Since X and R are independent.)
6 t log |Σ|.

But we also have

I(X;XS(R), R) = H(X)−H(X|XS(R), R) > log |C| − 1
2 log |C| − 1 >

1
2 log |C| − 1.

Combining the upper and lower bound for I(X;XS(R), R), we get the required bound. J

3.2 Proof of Theorem 1
The following is a restatement of Theorem 1.

I Theorem 5. Let C ⊂ Σn be a (2, τ)-LCC which is zero-error, then

|C| 6 exp
(
O( 1

τ4 · logn · log |Σ|)
)
.

Proof. We will construct a randomized algorithm P such that for every c ∈ C, given oracle
access to c, P makes at most O( 1

τ4 · logn) queries to c and outputs c with probability
> 1− 1/n. By Lemma 4, we get the required bound.

Let [n] = T1 ∪ T2 be partition of coordinates given by Lemma 3.

I Claim 6. Algorithm P can learn c|T1 with probability > 1− 1/n by querying a uniformly
random (sampled with repetitions) subset S of size r = O( 1

τ2 · logn).

Proof. Let S = {Z1, · · · , Zr} where each Zi is a uniformly random element of [n]. By
Lemma 3, for every u ∈ T1, we have a smooth distribution Du over [n] and algorithms Ruv
for every v ∈ [n]. Let’s fix u ∈ T1 and let pv = PrDu [v]. By smoothness, pv 6 4

τn for every
v ∈ [n]. The algorithm P estimates cu as follows: Define the weight of σ to be

Wσ = pφ ·Pr[Ruφ = σ] + 1
r

r∑
i=1

npZi ·Pr[RuZi
(cZi) = σ]

and output the symbol with the maximum weight. We will show that

Pr[P guesses cu incorrectly] 6 1
n2 .
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For σ ∈ Σ and v ∈ [n] ∪ {φ}, let fσv = Pr[Ruv (cv) = σ]. The weight of σ is given by

Wσ = pφf
σ
φ + 1

r

r∑
i=1

npZi
fσZi

.

We can calculate the expected value of the weight as

E[Wσ] = pφf
σ
φ + E[npZ1f

σ
Z1

]

= pφ Pr[Ruφ(cφ) = σ] +
∑
v∈[n]

pv Pr[Ruv (cv) = σ] = Pr
v∼Du

[Ruv (cv) = σ].

Therefore Wσ is an unbiased estimator for Prv∼Du
[Ruv (cv) = σ]. Also pZi

6 4
τn and fσZi

6 1,
so npZi

fσZi
6 4

τ . Applying Hoeffding’s inequality,

Pr
[
|Wσ −E[Wσ]| > 1

20

]
6 exp

(
−Ω(rτ2)

)
6 1/2n2

when r � 1
τ2 logn. By Lemma 3,

E[Wcu ] = Pr
v∼Du

[Ruv (cv) = cu] > 2
3 .

Therefore, Pr[Wcu 6 2
3 −

1
20 ] 6 1/2n2. Now we will show that no other symbol can have

higher weight than Wcu
except with probability 1

2n2 . For this let us look at∑
σ∈Σ

Wσ =
∑
σ

pφf
σ
φ + 1

r

r∑
i=1

npZi

∑
σ

fσZi

= pφ
∑
σ

Pr[Ruφ = σ] + 1
r

r∑
i=1

npZi

∑
σ

Pr[RuZi
(cZi) = σ]

= pφ + 1
r

r∑
i=1

npZi

So E[
∑
σ∈ΣWσ] = pφ + E[npZ1 ] = 1 and npZi

6 4
τ . Therefore by Hoeffding’s inequality

applied again, we get

Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣∑
σ∈Σ

Wσ − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ > 1
20

]
6 exp

(
−Ω(rτ2)

)
6

1
2n2

when r � 1
τ2 logn. So with probability > 1− 1

n2 , we have Wcu
> 2

3 −
1
20 and

∑
σ∈ΣWσ 6

1 + 1
20 . Therefore with probability > 1− 1

n2 , cu will be the symbol with maximum weight
and the algorithm P will guess cu correctly with probability > 1− 1

n2 . By union bound, we
get that P can guess cu correctly for all u ∈ T1 with probability > 1− 1

n . J

We will now show that after learning c|T1 , P can now learn c|T2 by querying a further
Oτ (logn) coordinates from c and this process will be deterministic i.e. no further randomness
is needed. Define R(S) to be the set of coordinates of c that can be recovered correctly given
c|S . In Claim 6, we have shown that if S is a randomly chosen subset of size Oτ (logn), then
T1 ⊆ R(S) with probability > 1− 1

n . From now on we assume that P has already recovered
coordinates of T1 correctly i.e. T1 ⊆ R(S). If T2 ⊆ R(S) then we are done, the algorithm
P can output the entire c with probability > 1 − 1

n . So we can assume that T2 * R(S).
Our goal is to show that we can add a further O(poly(1/τ) · logn) vertices to S and have
R(S) = V = T1 ∪ T2. We show that this is indeed the case in the next section by proving
the following claim, which completes the proof.

I Claim 7. There exists a set S of size O((1/τ)4 · logn) such that R(S ∪ T1) = V . J

APPROX/RANDOM’17
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3.3 Proof of Claim 7
Claim 7 is purely graph theoretical. Let G = (V,E) be the graph with V = [n] = T1 ∪ T2
and E = ∪i∈T2Mi whereMi are partial matchings of size at least (τ/4)n given by Lemma 3.
Let δ := τ/4. We will label each edge in E with a label in T2 indicating which matching it
belongs to. We can have parallel edges in E, but they will have different labels since they
belong to different matchings. Recall that R(S) is the set of coordinates of c that can be
inferred from c|S . Lemma 3 implies the following closure property for R(S): if (i, j) ∈Mk

and i, j ∈ R(S) then k ∈ R(S). Next, we define R(S) formally based on the graph G using
this closure property.

I Definition 8. Let G = (V,E) as above. Let S ⊆ V . We define the set RG(S) ⊆ V to be
the smallest set of vertices such that:
1. S ⊆ RG(S)
2. For all i, j ∈ RG(S) and k ∈ [n], if (i, j) ∈Mk, then k ∈ RG(S). (In words, if there exists

an edge (i, j) in the graph G labeled with k and both i and j are in RG(S), then so is k.)

(When the context is clear, we will use R(S) instead of RG(S).) Our goal is to show
that in any graph G as above, there exists a set S ⊆ V of size poly(1/δ) · log(n) such that
RG(S ∪ T1) = V . As a first step, we get rid of the set T1, by showing that proving the claim
in the case T1 = ∅ implies Claim 7 for any other set. To see that observe that if we take G′ to
be the union of G with a collection of partial matching {Mj}j∈T1 , then RG′(S) ⊆ RG(S∪T1)
for any set S ⊆ V . Thus, it suffices to introduce dummy matchings {Mj}j∈T1 for eachMj

of size δn, and prove that there exists a set S of size poly(1/δ) · log(n) such that RG′(S) = V .

I Claim 9 (Claim 7, case T1 = ∅, restated). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with V = [n] and
E =M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mn where each Mi is a partial matching of size at least δn. Then, there
exists a subset S ⊆ V of size O((1/δ)4 · logn) such that RG(S) = V .

From here henceforth we assume (without loss of generality) that T1 = ∅ and T2 = [n],
and prove Claim 9. The following lemma tells us that we can find a subgraph G′ of G such
that each vertex in G′ has high degree. Note that the lemma finds a subgraph restricted to a
set of vertices V ′, and also restricted to the set of edges labeled with V ′.

We shall use this lemma inductively. During induction, we will remove some edges from
the matchings. Thus, instead of asserting that all matchings are of size at least δ|V |, we
assume that all but 0.1δ|V | of the matchings have at least 0.9δ|V | edges.

I Lemma 10 (Clean-Up Lemma). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with a finite set of vertices V
and E =

⋃
i∈V Mi, where each Mi is a partial matching on V . Assume all but 0.1δ|V | of

the matchingsMi have size at least 0.9δ|V |. Then, there exists a subset V ′ ⊆ V of size at
least δ · |V | so that the graph G′ = (V ′, E′) where E′ =

⋃
i∈V ′Mi ∩ (V ′ × V ′) has minimal

degree at least (δ2/4) · |V |.

Proof. We find the set V ′ greedily. Let δ′ := δ2/4. Initialize V ′ = V . If the minimum degree
in the remaining graph on V ′ is at least δ′ · |V | then we stop. Otherwise, remove the vertex
i ∈ V ′ with minimal degree, and remove all edges labeled i. We repeat this process until no
vertices of degree smaller than δ′ · |V | exist.

If the process stopped when |V ′| > δ|V | then we are done. We are left to show that the
process cannot proceed past this point. Let’s assume by contradiction that we can continue
the process after this point. As we decrease the size of V ′ by one in each iteration, we must
reach at a certain point of the process to a set of vertices V ′ = V ∗ of size exactly δ|V |.
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Denote by

E∗(V ′) :=
⋃
i∈V ∗

Mi ∩ (V ′ × V ′).

Next, we upper and lower bound |E∗(V ∗)| to derive a contradiction.
The upper bound |E∗(V ∗)| 6 |V ∗|·|V ∗|/2 follows since the edges E∗(V ∗) form a collection

of |V ∗| partial matchings on V ∗. To lower bound |E∗(V ∗)| we use the properties of the greedy
process. The initial size of the set E∗(V ′) (when V ′ = V ) is at least 0.9δ|V |·(|V ∗|−0.1δ|V |) >
0.92δ2 · |V |2. In every iteration, we remove at most δ′|V | edges from this set of edges.
As there are at most |V | steps, we are left with at least 0.92δ2|V |2 − δ′|V |2 edges, i.e.,
|E∗(V ∗)| > 0.92δ2|V |2 − δ′|V |2. Combining both upper and lower bounds on |E∗(V ∗)| gives

1
2 · δ

2 · |V |2 > |E∗(V ∗)| > (0.92δ2 − δ′) · |V |2 = (0.92δ2 − δ2/4) · |V |2

which yields a contradiction since 1/2 < 0.92 − 1/4. J

I Lemma 11 (Exponentially growing a set of known coordinates). Let G = (V,E) be a graph
with V and E =

⋃
i∈V Mi such that each v ∈ V has degree at least d. Then, there exists a

subset S ⊆ V of size at most O((|V |/d) · log |V |) with |R(S)| > d/2.

Proof. We pick the set S ⊆ V iteratively, picking one element in each step. We start with
S = {v} for some arbitrary v ∈ V .

Assume we picked t elements so far for the set S. If |R(S)| > d/2, then we are done.
Otherwise, by the definition of R(S), for any i ∈ V \R(S), none of the edges in the matching
Mi is inside R(S). We wish to show that there exists an i ∈ V \R(S) with many edges into
R(S) marked with labels outside R(S). Then, we will add i to S, which will reveal a lot of
new coordinates.

For two disjoint sets of vertices A,B ⊆ V we denote by E(A,B) the set of edges
between A and B in the graph G. If A consists of one element, i.e., A = {a} we denote
E(a,B) = E(A,B). Let A = R(S). Let B = V \A. We have∣∣∣∣∣E(A,B) ∩

⋃
i∈B
Mi

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑
a∈A

∣∣∣∣∣E(a,B) ∩
⋃
i∈B
Mi

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑
a∈A

∣∣∣∣∣E(a, V \ {a}) ∩
⋃
i∈B
Mi

∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where the last equality follows since there are no edges labeled i ∈ B between any two vertices
in A. For each a ∈ A there are at least d edges touching a and at most |A| of them appeared
in
⋃
i∈AMi, hence

∣∣E(a, V \ {a}) ∩
⋃
i∈BMi

∣∣ > d − |A| > d/2. Plugging this estimate to
Eq. (1) gives∣∣∣∣∣E(A,B) ∩

⋃
i∈B
Mi

∣∣∣∣∣ > |A| · d/2 .
By averaging there exists a vertex b ∈ B with at least |A| · d

2|V | edges to A labeled with B.
So as long as |A| = |R(S)| 6 d/2 we are extending the set R(S) by at least |R(S)| · d

2|V |
elements, i.e. by a multiplicative factor of (1 + d

2|V | ). Hence, after t iterations, either
|R(S)| > (1 + d

2|V | )
t or |R(S)| > d/2. Taking t = O( |V |d · log |V |) gives that after at most t

iterations |R(S)| > d/2. J

I Lemma 12 (Covering 1− δ fraction of the coordinates implies covering all coordinates). Let
G = (V,E) be a graph with V = [n] and E =M1 ∪M2 ∪ . . .∪Mn and eachMi is a partial
matching of size at least δn. Let S ⊆ V . If |R(S)| > (1− δ)n, then R(S) = V .
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Proof. Let v ∈ V . We show that there is an edge inside R(S) marked v. Indeed, there are
at least δn edges labeled v and they form a partial matching. If |V \ R(S)| < δn, one of
these edges do not touch (V \R(S)), i.e., it is an edge connecting two vertices in R(S). J

I Lemma 13 (Two Cases). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with V = [n] and E =M1 ∪M2 ∪
. . . ∪Mn where each Mi is a partial matching of size at least δn. Let S ⊆ V . Assume
|R(S)| 6 (1− δ)n. Then, either
1. There exists an i ∈ V \R(S) such that |R(S ∪ {i})| > |R(S)|+ 0.01 · δ2 · n.
2. In the graph G′ = (V ′, E′) with V ′ = V \ R(S) and E′ =

⋃
i∈V ′Mi ∩ (V ′ × V ′) all but

at most 0.1δ · |V ′| of the matchings have at least 0.9δ · n edges.

Proof. Recall that the labels of edges incident to any vertex i are distinct, since the graph
is a union of partial matchings. Denote by A = R(S) and B = V \R(S). Assume for any
i ∈ B there are at most 0.01δ2 · n edges to A labeled with labels in B. (Otherwise, extend
S by i and get |R(S ∪ {i})| > |R(S)|+ 0.01δ2 · n.) Then, there are at most 0.01δ2 · n · |B|
edges in the cut (A,B) with labels in B. By definition of A = R(S), there are no edges
between A and A labeled with B. Thus, at most 0.01δ2n · |B| edges are missing from the
matchings labeled by B if we restrict to edges between B and B. Hence, at most 0.1δ · |B|
of the matchings may miss more than 0.1δ · n of their edges. J

We are now ready to prove Claim 9.

Proof of Claim 9. Initialize S := ∅. We repeat the following process. While R(S) 6= V ,
check if there exists i ∈ V \R(S) such that |R(S ∪ {i})| > |R(S)|+ 0.01δ2n. We have two
cases:
1. If such an i exists, update S := S ∪ {i}.
2. Else, let G′ = (V ′, E′) where V ′ = V \ R(S) and E′ =

⋃
i∈V ′Mi ∩ (V ′ × V ′). Let

M ′i := Mi ∩ (V ′ × V ′). By Lemma 12, |V ′| > δn. By Lemma 13, all but at most
0.1δ|V ′| of the matchings M ′i for i ∈ V ′ have at least 0.9δn edges. Denote by δ′ =
0.9δn/|V ′| > δ. We apply Lemma 10 on G′ to get a subgraph G′′ = (V ′′, E′′) defined
by a subset V ′′ of size Ω(δ′|V ′|) and E′′ =

⋃
i∈V ′′Mi ∩ (V ′′ × V ′′) with minimal degree

d = Ω((δ′)2 · |V ′|) > Ω(δ2n). We apply Lemma 11 on G′′ to get a set S′′ ⊆ V ′′ of size
O(log |V ′′| · (|V ′′|/d)) = O(logn · (1/δ′)2) with |RG′′(S′′)| > Ω(d) > Ω(δ2n). We update
S := S ∪ S′′.

The number of times we apply case 1 or case 2 is at most O(1/δ2), since each such step
introduces Ω(δ2n) new vertices to R(S). In each application of case 2, at most O((1/δ′)2 ·
logn) 6 O((1/δ2) · logn) elements are added to S. Overall, the size of S at the end of the
process will be

O
( 1
δ2

)
+O

( 1
δ2 · 1

δ2 · logn
)

= O
( 1
δ4 · logn

)
. J
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A LDCs from LCCs

In this section, we will show that q-query LCCs can be converted into q-query LDCs with
only a constant loss in rate and preserving other parameters. Below we define LCCs and
LDCs formally.

I Definition 14 (Locally Correctable Code). Let Σ be some finite alphabet and let C ⊆ Σn

be a set of codewords. C is called a (q, δ, ε)-LCC if there exists a randomized algorithm A
such that following is true:
1. A is given oracle access to some z ∈ Σn and an input i ∈ [n]. It outputs a symbol in Σ

after making at most q queries to z.
2. If z ∈ Σn is δ-close to some codeword c ∈ C in Hamming distance, then for every i ∈ [n],

Pr[Az(i) = ci] > 1
2 + ε.

It is easy to see that LCCs should have large minimum distance.

I Lemma 15 (Lemma 3.2 in [6]). If C ⊆ Σn is a (q, δ, ε)-LCC, then C has minimum distance
2δ i.e. every two points in C are 2δ-far in Hamming distance.

I Definition 16 (Locally Decodable Code). Let Σ be some finite alphabet and let C : {0, 1}k →
Σn. C is called a (q, δ, ε)-LDC if there exists a randomized algorithm A such that following
is true:
1. A is given oracle access to some z ∈ Σn and an input i ∈ [k]. It outputs a bit after

making at most q queries to z.
2. If z ∈ Σn is δ-close to a codeword C(x) in Hamming distance for some x ∈ {0, 1}k, then

for every i ∈ [k], Pr[Az(i) = xi] > 1
2 + ε.

We will need the notion of VC-dimension for the reduction.

I Definition 17. Let A ⊆ {0, 1}n, then the VC-dimension of A, denoted by vc(A) is the
cardinality of the largest set I ⊆ [n] which is shattered by A i.e. the restriction of A to I,
A|I = {0, 1}I .

The following lemma due to Dudley([11]) says that if a set A ⊆ {0, 1}n has points that are
far apart from each other, then it has large VC-dimension.
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I Lemma 18 (Theorem 14.12 in [21]). Let A ⊆ {0, 1}n such that for every distinct x, y ∈ A,
‖x− y‖`2 > ε

√
n. Then

vc(A) > Ω
(

log |A|
log(2/ε)

)
.

We are now ready to prove the reduction from LCCs to LDCs.

I Theorem 19. Let C ⊆ Σn be a (q, δ, ε)-LCC, then there exists a (q, δ, ε)-LDC C′ : {0, 1}k →
Σn with

k = Ω
(

log |C|
log(1/δ)

)
.

Proof. Wlog let us assume Σ = {0, 1}s. Let C0 : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}t be an error correcting
code with distance δ0 which is some fixed constant. We can extend C0 : Σn → {0, 1}nt as

C0(z1, · · · , zn) = (C0(z1), · · · , C0(zn)).

By Lemma 15, every two points in C are 2δ-far in Hamming distance, it is easy to see that
in the concatenated code C1 = C0 ◦ C ⊆ {0, 1}tn every two points are 2δ · δ0 far apart in
Hamming distance. So every two points in C1 are separated by ε

√
nt distance in `2 norm

where ε =
√

2δδ0. So by Lemma 18,

vc(C1) > Ω
(

log |C1|
log(2/ε)

)
= Ω

(
log |C|

log(1/δ)

)
.

Therefore there exists a set I ⊆ [nt] of size k = vc(C1) such that C1|I = {0, 1}I .
Now define C′ : {0, 1}I → Σn as follows: C′(x) = z where z ∈ C is chosen such that

C0(z)|I = x (if there are many such z, you can choose one arbitrarily). So the image
C′({0, 1}I) ⊆ C. Now we claim that C′ is an q-query LDC. Given a word r ∈ Σn which is
δ-close to C′(x), say we want to decode the ith message coordinate xi. Suppose i belongs
to the jth block of ({0, 1}t)n for some j ∈ [n]. The local decoder of C′ will run the local
corrector of C to correct the jth coordinate of r and apply C0 to find the required bit xi.
So the local decoder for C′ makes at most q queries and the probability that it outputs xi
correctly is at least 1/2 + ε. J

B Decomposition into expanding subgraphs

The goal of this section is to develop a decomposition lemma that approximately partitions
any directed graph into a collection of disjoint expanding subgraphs. We use the following
notion of edge expansion:

I Definition 20. A directed graph G = (V,E) is an α-edge expander if for every nonempty
S ⊂ V ,

|E(S, V \ S)| > α|S||V \ S|.

Here, E(A,B) is the set of edges going from A to B.

We will need the following degree form of Szemerédi regularity lemma which can be
derived from the usual form of Szemerédi regularity lemma for directed graphs proved in [1].
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I Definition 21. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. We denote the indegree of a vertex
v ∈ V by deg−G(v) and the outdegree by deg+

G(v). Given disjoint subsets A,B ⊂ V , the
density d(A,B) between A,B is defined as

d(A,B) = E(A,B)
|A||B|

where E(A,B) is the set of edges going from A to B. We say that (A,B) is ε-regular if for every
subsets A′ ⊂ A and B′ ⊂ B such that |A′| > ε|A| and |B′| > ε|B|, |d(A′, B′)− d(A,B)| 6 ε.

Note that the order of A,B is important in the definition of an ε-regular pair.

I Lemma 22 (Szemerédi regularity lemma for directed graphs (see Lemma 39 in [27])). For
every ε > 0, there exists an M(ε) > 0 such that the following is true. Let G = (V,E) be
any directed graph on |V | = n vertices and let 0 < d < 1 be any constant. Then there
exists a directed subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G and an equipartition of V ′ into k disjoint parts
V1, · · · , Vk such that
1. k 6M(ε).
2. |V \ V ′| 6 εn.
3. All parts V1, · · · , Vk have the same size m 6 εn.
4. deg+

G′(v) > deg+
G(v)− (d+ ε)n for every v ∈ V ′.

5. deg−G′(v) > deg−G(v)− (d+ ε)n for every v ∈ V ′.
6. G′ doesn’t contain edges inside the parts Vi i.e. E′(Vi, Vi) = ∅ for every i.
7. All pairs G′(Vi, Vj) with i 6= j are ε-regular, each with density 0 or at least d.

The regularity lemma above asserts pseudorandomness in the edges going between parts
of the partition. For our application and others, it is more natural to require the edges inside
each subgraph to display pseudorandomness. As the proof of our Decomposition Lemma
shows, we can obtain this from Lemma 22 with some work.

I Lemma 23 (Decomposition Lemma). Let G = (V,E) be any directed graph on |V | = n

vertices. For 0 < d < 1 and 0 < ε < d/6, there exists a directed subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) and
a partition of V ′ into U1, U2, · · · , UK where K 6M(ε) depends only on ε such that:
1. |V \ V ′| 6 3εn.
2. deg+

G′(v) > deg+
G(v)− (d+ 3ε)n for every v ∈ V ′.

3. deg−G′(v) > deg−G(v)− (d+ 3ε)n for every v ∈ V ′.
4. There are no edges from Ui to Uj where i > j.
5. For 1 6 i 6 K, the induced subgraph G′(Ui) is either empty or is a α-edge expander

where α = α(ε) > 0.

Proof. We will first apply Lemma 22 to G to get a directed subgraph G′′(V ′′, E′′) along with
a partition of V ′′ = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk as in the lemma where k 6M(ε). We know that every pair
G′′(Vi, Vj) is ε-regular with density 0 or at least d. Let us construct a reduced directed graph
R([k], ER) where (i, j) ∈ ER iff G′′(Vi, Vj) has density at least d. Now R has a partition
into strongly connected components say given by [k] = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SK where K 6M(ε) and
S1, S2, · · · , SK are in topological ordering i.e. there are no edges from Si to Sj when i > j.
We will find a large subset V ′j ⊂ Vj for each of the parts such that |Vj \ V ′j | 6 2ε|Vj | and
define Ui = ∪j∈SiV

′
j . Our final vertex set will be V ′ = ∪Ki=1Ui and the graph G′ will be the

subgraph G′′(V ′). We have

|V \ V ′| 6 |V \ V ′′|+
k∑
i=1
|Vi \ V ′i | 6 3εn.
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For every v ∈ V ′,

deg−G′(v) > deg−G′′(v)−
k∑
i=1
|Vi \ V ′i | > deg−G(v)− (d+ ε)n− 2εn = deg−G(v)− (d+ 3ε)n.

Similarly deg+
G′(v) > deg+

G(v) − (d + 3ε)n. Because the components S1, · · · , Sk are in
topological ordering with respect to the reduced graph R, we cannot have any edges between
Ui and Uj where i > j.

Now we describe how to find these subsets V ′j where j ∈ Si for each of the Si’s and also
show the required expansion property. If Si is a singleton set i.e. Si = {j} for some j, then
we just define V ′j = Vj . In this case, we will have Ui = Vj and the subgraph G′(Ui) will be
empty. If |Si| > 1, the subgraph R(Si) is strongly connected with at least two vertices. So
every vertex j ∈ Si has at least one outgoing neighbor and one incoming neighbor in R(Si);
choose one outgoing neighbor and call it N+(j) and choose one incoming neighbor and call it
N−(j). Let V ′j ⊂ Vj be the subset of vertices with at least (d− ε)|VN+(j)| outgoing neighbors
in VN+(j) and at least (d− ε)|VN−(j)| incoming neighbors in VN−(j). We will now show that
|Vj \V ′j | 6 2ε|Vj |. Let B+

j ⊂ Vj be the set of vertices with less than (d− ε)|VN+(j)| neighbors
in VN+(j). Define B−j ⊂ Vj similarly. We have V ′j = Vj \ (B+

j ∪B
−
j ). So it is enough to show

|B+
j | 6 ε|Vj | and |B−j | 6 ε|Vj |.
Consider the ε-regular pair (Vj , VN+(j)) which has density at least d. The density between

B+
j and VN(j) can be bounded as

|E′′(B+
j , VN+(j))|

|B+
j ||VN+(j)|

< d− ε 6 d(Vj , VN+(j))− ε.

By ε-regularity of G′′(Vj , VN+(j)), we must have |B+
j | 6 ε|Vj | as required. Similarly we have

|B−j | 6 ε|Vj |.
Now we need to show that G′(Ui) is an α-edge expander. Let A ⊂ Ui. For j ∈ Si, define

Aj = A∩ V ′j and Āj = V ′j \A and let Ā = Ui \A. We want to show that E′(A, Ā) > α|A||Ā|
for some constant α(ε) > 0. We have three cases:
Case 1: ∃j, ` ∈ Si such that |Aj | > 2ε|V ′j | and |Ā`| > 2ε|V ′` |.

Label vertices of R(Si) with A if |Aj | > 2ε|V ′j | and also with a label Ā if |Āj | > 2ε|V ′j |.8
Every vertex should get at least one of the labels and j has label A and ` has label Ā.
Since |Si| > 1, we can assume with out loss of generality that j 6= `. Since the graph
R(Si) is strongly connected, there is a directed path from j to `. On this path, there
must exist two adjacent vertices p, q ∈ Si such that p has label A, q has label Ā and
there is an edge from p to q in R(Si). We have

|Ap| > 2ε|V ′p | > 2ε(1− 2ε)|Vp| > ε|Vp|

and similarly |Āq| > ε|Vq|. By ε-regularity of G′′(Vp, Vq), we can lower the bound the
number of edges between A and Ā as follows:

|E′(A, Ā)| > |E′′(Ap, Āq)| > (d− ε)|Ap||Āq| > ε2(d− ε)n2/k2 > α0|A||Ā|

where α0(ε) = 5ε3/M(ε)2 is some constant depending on ε.

8 Some vertices can get both labels, but every vertex will get at least one label.
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Case 2: For every j ∈ Si, |Aj | < 2ε|V ′j |.
By averaging there exists some j ∈ Si such that |Aj | > |A|/|Si| > |A|/k. We know that
every vertex in V ′j has at least (d− ε)|VN+(j)| out neighbors in VN+(j), out of these at
least

(d− ε)|VN+(j)| − |VN+(j) \ V ′N+(j)| − |AN+(j)| > (d− 5ε)|VN+(j)|

should lie in ĀN+(j). So we can bound the expansion as follows:

|E′(A, Ā)| > |E′′(Aj , ĀN+(j))| > (d− 5ε)|VN+(j)||Aj | > (d− 5ε)n
k

|A|
k

> α1|A||Ā|

where α1 = ε/M(ε)2 is some constant depending only on ε.
Case 3: For every j ∈ Si, |Āj | < 2ε|V ′j |.

This is very similar to Case 2. By averaging there exists some j ∈ Si such that |Āj | >
|Ā|/|Si| > |Ā|/k. Every vertex in V ′j has at least (d− ε)|VN−(j)| incoming neighbors in
VN−(j), out of these at least

(d− ε)|VN−(j)| − |VN−(j) \ V ′N−(j)| − |ĀN−(j)| > (d− 5ε)|VN−(j)|

should lie in AN−(j). So,

|E′(A, Ā)| > |E′′(AN−(j), Āj)| > (d− 5ε)|VN−(j)||Āj | > (d− 5ε)n
k

|Ā|
k

> α1|A||Ā|

where α1 = ε/M(ε)2.
Finally we can take α = min(α0, α1), to get the required expansion property. J

The decomposition lemma allows to give an alternative proof for Claim 7, with worse
dependency on τ . To account for that, we restate Claim 7 and replace O((1/τ4) · logn) with
Oτ (logn).

I Claim 24. Let S be a set of size Oτ (logn) such that R(S) = T1. Then, S can be extended
by at most Oτ (logn) elements, such that R(S) = V .

Proof. Let {Mv : v ∈ T2} be the matchings obtained from Lemma 3, we know that
|Mv| > τ

4n for each v ∈ T2. We will construct a directed graph G(V,E) where V = [n] and
E is defined as follows. For every v ∈ T2 \R(S) and every edge {i, j} ∈ Mv, add directed
edges (i, v), (j, v) to E. Thus there is a natural pairing among the directed edges of G, we
will call (j, v) the pairing edge of (i, v) and vice versa. {i, j} is called the matching edge
corresponding to the pair (i, v), (j, v). Since each matchingMv has size > τn/4, we have
deg−G(v) > δn where δ := τ/2 for every v ∈ T2 \R(S) = V \R(S).

We now apply Lemma 23 to get a subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) as described in the lemma
where we will choose ε = δ/100 and d = δ/10. Let V ′ = U1 ∪ · · · ∪UK be the partition of G′
as described in the lemma where K 6M(δ). Let V0 = [n] \ V ′ be the remaining vertices, we
have |V0| 6 3εn. Each vertex v ∈ V ′ ∩ (T2 \ R(S)) has deg−G′(v) > (δ − d− 3ε)n. We also
know that each sub-graph G′(Ui) is either empty or is an α-edge expander for some constant
α(ε) > 0.

Note that S already has Oτ (logn) vertices. We will now grow the set S of coordinates
queried by P iteratively, adding one at a time. Algorithm 1 gives the procedure for growing
the set S.

We will finish the analysis in a series of claims. Let us start with a simple claim about
properties of R(S).
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for growing S
for i = 1 to K do

Intialization: Pick one vertex from Ui and add it to S.
while Ui * R(S) do
Pick any v ∈ V \ R(S) such that adding it to S will add the maximum number of
vertices in Ui \R(S) to R(S).

end while
end for

I Claim 25. R(S) has the following properties:
1. If i, j ∈ R(S) and (i, j) ∈Mk then k ∈ R(S).
2. For every edge (i, k) ∈ E(R(S), V \ R(S)), there is a unique j ∈ V \ R(S) such that

(i, j) ∈Mk.

Proof. (1) We can recover ci, cj from c|S and then use them to recover ck since by Lemma 3,
there exists an algorithm Rki,j such that for every c ∈ C, Rki,j(ci, cj) = ck.
(2) Let (j, k) be the pairing edge of (i, k) so that (i, j) ∈ Mk. Now j cannot be in R(S)
because of (1). J

Algorithm 1 should terminate, since |Ui∩R(S)| increases by at least one in every iteration
of the while loop. At the end of the procedure we clearly have V ′ = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ UK ⊂ R(S).
In fact, we can claim that at the end of the procedure R(S) = V i.e. we can recover all the
coordinates of c from c|S .

I Claim 26. After Algorithm 1 terminates, R(S) = V = [n].

Proof. After Algorithm 1 terminates, we have V ′ ⊂ R(S). Now we are left with V0 = V \ V ′
where we know that |V0| 6 3εn. Now if w ∈ V0 \R(S) then w ∈ T2 \R(S) since T1 ⊂ R(S).
Therefore deg−G(w) > δn. So there must be δn− |V0| > (δ − 3ε)n incoming edges from V ′ to
w. So two of these incoming edges must from a pair and so we have w ∈ R(S) by part (1) of
Claim 25. Therefore V0 ⊂ R(S) as well. J

I Claim 27. Algorithm 1 terminates after Oδ(logn) rounds.

Proof. We just need to show that the while loop runs for Oδ(logn) rounds for each i ∈ [K]
since the outer for loop runs for K times where K 6M(δ). There are two cases:
Case 1: The subgraph G′(Ui) is empty.

In this case, we will show that Ui must already be contained in R(S). Suppose not, let
w ∈ Ui \R(S), we have deg−G′(w) > (δ − d− 3ε)n. Moreover, all of these incoming edges
come from U1, · · · , Ui−1 (note that this means i > 1 for this case to happen). Therefore
there must be two incoming edges from U1 ∪ · · · ∪Ui−1 which form a pair i.e. there exists
u, v ∈ U1 ∪ · · · ∪Ui−1 such that (u, v) ∈Mw. So by part (1) of Claim 25, w ∈ R(S). This
is a contradiction.

Case 2: The subgraph G′(Ui) is an α-edge expander.
If Ui * R(S), we will show that after the end of the iteration ti := |R(S) ∩ Ui| increases
by a factor of (1 + εα). This will prove the required claim because ti is upper bounded
by n.
We first claim that |Ui \R(S)| > εn. Suppose this is not true i.e. |Ui \R(S)| 6 εn. Let
w ∈ Ui \ R(S). We know that w has deg−G′(w) > (δ − d − 3ε)n incoming edges in G′.
Since no edges come from Uj for j > i, at least (δ− d− 3ε)n− |Ui \R(S)| > (δ− d− 4ε)n
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of them come from U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ui−1 ∪ (Ui ∩R(S)) ⊂ R(S). Therefore two of the incoming
edges must form a pair and so w ∈ R(S) which is a contradiction.
Since G′(Ui) is an α-edge expander, we have

E(Ui ∩R(S), Ui \R(S)) > αti|Ui \R(S)| > αεtin.

By part (2) of Claim 25, each edge from Ui∩R(S) to Ui \R(S) corresponds to a matching
edge between Ui∩R(S) and V \R(S) and it belongs to a matching which corresponds to a
vertex in Ui \R(S). Therefore there are at least αεtin matching edges between Ui ∩R(S)
and V \ R(S) which belong to ∪w∈Ui\R(S)Mw; by averaging there exists v ∈ V \ R(S)
which is incident to αεtin/|V \R(S)| > αεti of these matching edges. So adding this v to
S will add αεti new vertices of Ui \R(S) to R(S), increasing ti by a factor of (1 + αε).

J
J
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